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Investment thesis pdf

Photo courtesy of gtorelly via Flickr When we think about investing, we often think of people in black suits with shiny briefcases, posting several million and several million here. However, investing means simply using your money now in a way that will benefit you later, and you can certainly do so with as little as $100. So, if you and your friend Benjamin Franklin want to start building a fortune together, read
on to learn 7 ways to invest $100, including some off-beat options. #1. Invest In a Mutual Fund According to Richard Jenkins, former editor-in-chief of MSN Money, you can start investing by opening a retirement account with a discount broker and agreeing to invest $50 or $100 a month in a mutual fund. You don't need a lot of money to reap the benefits of a mutual fund. Just make sure you understand
how your money will be spent. #2. Buy shares on ShareBuilder or Zecco ShareBuilder and Zecco are internet companies that allow you to start buying and selling shares without spending a lot of money. There's no minimum account, so you can start with what you have now. You can start buying shares for $4 ShareBuilder.com $4.95 in Zecco.com. The share sale costs $9.95 at ShareBuilder and $4.95 at
Zecco. Do your research, buy a number of different stocks and see what $100 can do on the stock market. #3. Take part in a dividend reinvestment plan according to the Motley Fool, Dividend Reinvestment Plans, or Drip, can be considered one of the surest, most persuasible ways to build wealth over the course of your life. Basically, a company allows you to invest in their business directly, but instead of
raising dividends in cash, your dividends return to equity. If you want on this, there is a catch: Most companies won't let you participate in their drip program unless they already own at least one part of their stock. However, the website FirstShare.com system to help people buy shares that will allow them to join the Drip plan. With the referral program, you can request a share purchase from a member who
wants to sell their share. Then simply buy a share directly from that member before you can join the program. Classic membership on FirstShare.com free of charge, but there is a referral fee of $15. #4. Buy American Okay savings bonds, so it's not very exciting, but with $100, you can invest in America by buying $100 US Paper And Bond. A Series I bond is purchased at face value. Or you can use that
$100 to buy a $200 US Series EE Bond. It is guaranteed to reach face value within 20 years. Your profits will be small, but you can feel good supporting your country by investing in savings bonds. #5. Providing microloan to someone in a developing country there are small amounts of money lent to people who want to start small businesses. One of the organizations of internet microassu souls is Zidisha.
Zidisha helps many people in developing countries with projects such as opening small shops and planting plants. Basically, Zidisha checks your credit history local entrepreneurs and allows those who have a good credit repayment history to join the service. You go to Zidisha.org, read their profiles and find the project you want to invest in. Then submit the offer and tell the person what interest rate you
want to pay. The average interest on the lender is about 3%. If they accept your terms and conditions, the money is sent directly to the trader. They repay you in monthly installments and update you about how the loan affected them. This is mainly a way to help people in developing countries, but you can earn some money from this model knowing that you are improving someone's life. #6. Stock up on
Survival Gear Hey, survival plans are no longer just for tin foil hat users! Barton Biggs, Morgan Stanley's former chief global strategist, recommends storing stocks of seeds, fertilizers, canned food, wine, medicine, clothing, etc. in the event of a disaster. It's a quote from his book Wealth, War and Wisdom that warns people not to get comlacency. Now, even if a global economic collapse or zombie
apocalypse isn't on the way, does it really hurt to have a stash of bottled water and non-perishable food in your basement? If you decide you don't want it anymore, you can just start packing it for lunch. #7. Pay off your credit card bills If you're thinking of investing as a way to spend your money today, so it will help you tomorrow by paying off your credit card bills surely counts! It's best to pay off your
balance monthly and not carry your balance for more than 6 months, especially if you don't have a low-interest credit card. If interest is already piling up on you, taking care of your credit card balance may be the best investment you can make with $100. Of course, there are many ways to invest $100, from safe to unconventional. No matter where you send your buddy Benjamin, make sure you understand
the details of your investment so you don't encounter any unpleasant surprises afterwards. This post was posted by Daniella Baker of san francisco www.CreditDonkey.com – As you start this great adventure known as the weekend, I trust it with a smile. Given the action today and late in tech stocks especially, there are clearly a lot of people sitting on some fat paper gains now. (I prefer a chair.) Ours has
no doubt about the veracity and sanity of recent profits, but to ask those who do - especially with regard to the profits from spinning the head registered by seemingly everything and everything that has to do with internet infrastructure, optical network or e-commerce between enterprises. Qualcomm (QCOM) - Get Report, up another 9.4% today to 378 after J.P. Morgan raised its 12-month price target to
460 from 315, is fast becoming the poster child for the phenomenon. J.P. Morgan analyst Gregory Geiling shamelessly used the term conservative twice in a report recalling some of Henry Blodget's legendary 400 target for Amazon.com (AMZN) - Get Report. (While merrill lynch analyst made it less than a year ago, when he was at CIBC Oppenheimer, it was certainly long enough in internet time –
clinically proven to be faster – to be considered historic.) But there's nothing great they're doing right now they didn't do a month ago, Doug Myers, vice president of stock trading at IJL Wachovia in Atlanta, told Qualcomm in particular and, overall, others are becoming synonymous with this latest momentum swing. These include JDS Uniphase (JDSU), up 10%, Juniper Networks (JNPR) - Get Report, up
9.7%; and Sycamore Networks (SCMR), which rose 7.8%. All of this is legitimate, said Scott Bleier, chief investment strategist at Prime Charter, based on expectations the Internet will rule the world in a way Napoleon, Caesar and even Michael Jackson can only imagine. But these are wholesale bets on industries and groups, Bleier continued. The risk is not just a macro issue, will technology not be what
everyone thinks it will be, but in the micro-sense, will these companies be able to perform? This is sometimes known as investment risk, which, according to Bleier, is not something many investors are even remotely aware of these days. And while I'm sure you're not one of those people who blindly invests in time just because it's hot and your brother-in-law bought a new Boxter with income, we all know
someone who is. Not? And Dollar Short? In my absence yesterday (thanks for all the cards and wishes) a slew of emails arrived hearing comments by a Donation Online Holdings spokesperson Wednesday. In particular, that Donation clears your transactions through Instinet. Indeed, those sharp-eyed readers were right (and win a prize to be determined at a later date). Subsequent talks confirmed today
The Donation performs most of its transactions through its Island electronic communications network. Why one company spokesperson told me otherwise (or I don't know anything better) is beyond my understanding, and I apologize for any confusion. Michael Dunn, director of public relations at Donation, corrected another misunderstanding of his subordinate, who told me that the slowdown in SelectNet
had not affected transactions through the Donation system. According to Dunn, 13.5% of all Nasdaq transactions made through Donation in October went through SelectNet; therefore, any struggle with the system can have a very good impact on donation customers. Meanwhile, several e-mailers have complained about Donation services in general, reporting slowness and problems with the site that are
attributed to routine maintenance by the company. The only recent problem with the Donation system was on Tuesday, Dunn said, noting that the site was down for 40 minutes as a result of internal problems that he did not identify. That's the only time we've been down since May 3, he declared. Of course, no failure is acceptable, but we had less than the most. A spokesman acknowledged that the routine
maintenance message some users saw Tuesday was which is the kind of information that the company continues to distancing yourself from past misdemeanors may not be allowed - be it with a reporter or (more importantly) with your clients. Aaron L. Task writes daily for TheStreet.com. According to TSC's editorial policy, it does not own or hold short individual shares, although it holds shares in
TheStreet.com. Nor does it invest in hedge funds or other private investment partnerships. He welcomes his opinion on the taskmaster@thestreet.com. .
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